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Genevieve Scarano

36 Valentine's Day Gifts For Anyone Who Loves Food
buzzfeed.com/genevievescarano/valentines-day-food-gifts

Posted on Feb 5, 2021

Yummy snacks, cute cooking gadgets, and more goods that'll win their heart (and

stomach). 😋

We hope you love the products we recommend! All of them were independently selected

by our editors. Some may have been sent as samples, but all opinions and reviews are our

own. Just so you know, BuzzFeed may collect a share of sales or other compensation from

the links on this page if you decide to shop from them. Oh, and FYI — prices are accurate

and items in stock as of time of publication.

Hey! While we’re doing our best to make sure the products we feature will

arrive in time for Valentine’s Day, shipping times can vary depending on

where you live, which product you purchase, and more. Be sure to double

check the retailers’ websites for shipping information to ensure that your

gift will arrive in time for the 14th!

1. Maya's Cookies, because you can't go wrong with gooey,
chocolatey, and softly-baked cookies for your ~sweetheart.~
They're vegan, available in yummy flavors like Chocolate Cherry
Truffle and Drunken Grandma (brown sugar, oatmeal, and rum-
soaked raisins), and packaged in pretty tins. 🍪

Maya's Cookies

There are also gluten-free options available for select flavors.

Maya's Cookies is Black woman-owned business known for their delicious vegan cookies.

Each cookie is baked to perfection with plant-based ingredients (no eggs, dairy, and

animal products) and customers love the variety of flavors spanning from Classic

Chocolate Chip to their Famous "Everything" Cookie, which has chocolate chips, pretzels,

oatmeal, pecans, caramel chips, *and* marshmallows.

Get them from Maya's Cookies: the Drunken Grandma box for $25 (left; comes with six

cookies) and the Valentine's Day Tin $25 (right; includes six Chocolate Cherry Truffle

cookies).

8,687 shoppers are interested in these!

2. Light saber chopsticks so they can enjoy takeout ~in a galaxy
far, far away~ (aka the kitchen). These babies glow and grip well
on sushi and noodles, making their next lunch break a super fun

https://www.buzzfeed.com/genevievescarano/valentines-day-food-gifts
https://www.mayascookies.com/
https://www.mayascookies.com/products/drunken-grandma?variant=37964672336024
https://www.mayascookies.com/collections/all-products/products/valentines-day-collection-1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01CA2OL7I?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C3%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16323014%2C0%2C0&th=1
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and mess-free experience.

Amazon / Via amazon.com, Emma Lord/BuzzFeed

My colleague Emma owns these and said, "I love them to pieces, TBH, I use them as decor

every bit as much as I use them to eat." Read more of her lightsaber chopsticks review.

Promising review: "Bought these for a white elephant and everyone loved them! My

friends are huge Star Wars fans and absolutely love these chopsticks. Great

color quality and great LED light quality. They're well made, easy to clean, and a nice

weight! Would recommend for sure, very fun and cute gift!" —Nik

Get it from Amazon for $10.98+ (available in 11 colors).

290 shoppers are interested in this!

3. A jerky bouquet to give to your S.O. who is always snacking and
appreciates something a little tastier than a granola bar. This
yummy bundle will ~meat~ their expectations with four stick
flavors, including Buffalo, Elk, Venison (Mild), and Venison (Hot).

Amazon

Promising review: "I got this for my husband for Valentine's Day. He loved it! He

said the meat was really good and flavorful. His friends thought it was the best

bouquet ever. He'd order it again just for the jerky." —Kelly Hansen

Get it from Amazon for $59.99.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3PY93XFW3JI59?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C3%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.buzzfeed.com/emmalord9/gifts-friends-celebrating-birthdays-in-quarantine
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3KK72KGQNU1N2?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C3%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322831%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B01CA2OL7I?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C3%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16323014%2C0%2C0&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07773GM1Y?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C4%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322830%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R6TDB3VMR0R87?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C4%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322826%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07773GM1Y?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C4%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322830%2C0%2C0
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12,784 shoppers are interested in this!

4. A sushi-making kit that'll help them ~roll~ the perfect combo of
salmon, avocado, and cucumber. It comes with a training frame,
sushi mat, roll cutter, and stick rice paddle to transform their
kitchen counter into a cool DIY sushi bar.

Amazon, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "I purchased this kit for my fiancee as a gift and it was a big hit.

This works so much better for beginners than those push-tube sushi kits you

see everywhere. The flat surface assembly works great and is very easy to use

and gauge how much rice, fish, etc. to add to each roll. I'd highly recommend this

kit for any beginner just starting out with homemade sushi." —Brandon Boese

Get it from Amazon for $29.99.

18,841 shoppers are interested in this!

5. Vegancuts so your S.O. can receive an assortment of mouth-
watering vegan snacks every month. Each subscription box is
packed with 10+ vegan items, including chips, chocolate-covered
nuts, and baked treats, so they'll never run out of new goodies to
nosh on.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008YWRTB4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C5%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16330543%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2I8EWPXH1JP7R?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C5%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RCG7K2LFNCOQP?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C5%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16330778%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B008YWRTB4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C5%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16330543%2C0%2C0
https://vegancuts.com/snackbox/
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Vegancuts

With a Vegancuts subscription, they'll get to try different vegan snacks each month. Past

noms featured include chickpea mac and cheese, coconut protein cookies, and cassava

chips.

Get the Vegancuts Snack Box above for $24.95+ (monthly, three-month, six-month and

yearly subscriptions available).

294 shoppers are interested in this!

6. A jar scraper spatula to help them scoop up every last bit of jam
for bread. It's shaped like a cute platypus and also doubles up as a
knife, so they can spread their PB&J or toast with ease (and not
use a crappy spoon when they're hangry).

https://vegancuts.com/snackbox/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07H7ZDBV4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C7%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331018%2C0%2C0
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Amazon

Promising review: "This is such fun to use! I really like the shape and design. I've had

a much easier time getting more out of containers and the bottoms of jars

with this handy little platypus. Plus it's great for other things too, I recently used it to

perfectly smooth icing on a small cake. The possibilities are endless when it comes to

platypi." —Victoria Hoover

Get it from Amazon for $16.

4,982 shoppers are interested in this!

7. An AeroGarden so they can grow herbs and leafy greens right
in their home. This indoor garden comes with Genovese basil,
curly parsley, and dill seeds and it doesn't take up too much
counter space. They're going to love having fresh ingredients on
hand that don't require a grocery store trip.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R27XYA6HEGM9TR?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C7%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331019%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07H7ZDBV4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C7%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331018%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07CKK8Z78?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C8%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331053%2C0%2C0
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Amazon / Via amazon.com, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "We like to use fresh herbs in our cooking, but when we buy them at

the store, we usually end up using half the package and the rest go bad. This product

has added a nice green element to our kitchen and a good amount of herbs to

use. The plants sprouted and grew exactly as described in the instructions. It

has also been fun to watch the process." —Amazon Customer

Get it from Amazon for $99.97+ (available in three colors).

128,168 shoppers are interested in this!

8. A circular cutting board for your partner who knows how to
serve up a mean charcuterie spread. Everyone will ~feast their
eyes~ on their perfectly-curated display of cheese, prosciutto, and
fruit that looks like it came straight out of a food magazine.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1LI73H8NVKIPL?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C8%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R27HIWY7PG1AXP?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C8%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1DEKJYBGLQ1RU?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C8%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331052%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07CKK8Z78?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C8%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16331053%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GDTYSW5?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C9%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16332952%2C0%2C0
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Amazon

It comes with a cheese knife that cuts semi-hard cheeses, a serving fork for crumbly

cheeses, and a serving spatula for softer cheeses. All three utensils easily fit on the board

too, making serving a breeze.

Promising review: "My neighbor remodeled her kitchen — I wanted to get her a gift to

show her my excitement for her. She absolutely loved it. The gold trim matched her

cabinet pulls and light fixtures and the wood matched her floors and beams.

It was a win! We were both extremely satisfied." —D. B. DeHart

Get it from Amazon for $29.95+ (available in two sizes and two colors).

108 shoppers are interested in this!

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RZXIO5M29B2HH?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C9%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16332955%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GDTYSW5?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C9%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16332952%2C0%2C0
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9. A penguin-shaped egg cooker because they can heat up hard-
boiled eggs in minutes. This cute device can fit up to six eggs at a
time and the handle doesn't overheat, so they won't have to worry
about burning their hands. How's that for a ~chill~ meal?

Amazon / Via amazon.com, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "Bought this for my boyfriend who loves penguins. He loves it! This

goes from pot to refrigerator. Now he keeps some hard-boiled eggs on hand

always to grab as a healthy snack or add protein to his salads." —Gretchen Caldwell

Get it from Amazon for $19.99 (available in two colors).

33,426 shoppers are interested in this!

10. A copy of From Crook to Cook: Platinum Recipes from Tha
Boss Dogg's Kitchen by Snoop Dogg that'll help them whip up
delicious meals, including "Baby Got Ribs," and "Mack and
Cheese," solo or with you. If your boo is in the mood for soul food,
this cookbook will take their dinner game to the next level.

amazon.com, amazon.com

Promising review: "Buy this book for yourself, family, and friends. I bought it for my

stepfather and he absolutely loved it! Being a home cook myself I learned some

new tips and tricks and a big Snoop fan the little stories that were attached to

the recipes were epic! Useful info for younger workers out there to keep on there grind

and take care of themselves as well. The wholesomeness is unreal." —Vera

Get it from Amazon for $9.99+ (available in Kindle and hardcover versions) or Bookshop

(to support local booksellers) for $22.95.

18,850 shoppers are interested in these!

11. A Baked by Melissa Valentine's Day gift box for your partner
who always has a sweet tooth: They'll love sampling 25 bite-sized
cupcakes including Chocolate Blackout, Strawberry Cheesecake,
and more flavors when you surprise them with this cute
assortment. (And let's hope they'll share some with you, too!)

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07WD8MF7W?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C10%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333412%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1MW6EA3BGIWZD?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C10%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ASIN=B07WD8MF7W&ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1RS5XD878ULSO?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C10%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8&ASIN=B07WD8MF7W
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RN3NG4XG5PE6J?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C10%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333411%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07WD8MF7W?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C10%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333412%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1452179611?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C11%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333467%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1ZGD1UKDU7ME8?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C11%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8&ASIN=1452179611
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2IDEJ5P539SL2?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C11%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8&ASIN=1452179611
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2FLJ9YUNJII9N?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C11%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333987%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1452179611?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C11%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333467%2C0%2C0
https://bookshop.org/books/from-crook-to-cook-platinum-recipes-from-tha-boss-dogg-s-kitchen-snoop-dogg-cookbook-celebrity-cookbook-with-soul-food-recipes/9781452179612
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=yPKHhJU2qBg&mid=45240&u1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396fef&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bakedbymelissa.com%2Fgifts%2Fvalentines-day%2Fvalentines-day-gift-box-25.html
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Baked by Melissa

There are also gluten-free and vegan options available, making it a perf gift for anyone

who loves cupcakes.

Get 25 cupcakes from Baked by Melissa for $39+ (available in six assortments).

12. A trio of jams to delight the toast lover in your life. Wake up
their tastebuds with flavors like Blueberry Lemon Basil, Smoked
Yellow Peach, and Strawberry Chipotle Fig. These spreads also
work beyond breakfast and taste fab on sandwiches, steak, and
pizza.

https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=yPKHhJU2qBg&mid=45240&u1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396jai&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.bakedbymelissa.com%2Fgifts%2Fvalentines-day%2Fvalentines-day-gift-box-25.html
https://tradestjamco.com/collections/jams/products/signature-gift-set
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Trade Street Jam Co.

Trade Street Jam Co. is a Black woman-owned business based in Brooklyn, New York.

They make delicious, preservative-free jams that can be added to variety of meals,

including oatmeal, grilled cheese, and kebabs.

Promising review: "My daughter bought me a gift set for Mother’s Day. On Tuesday we

made your salmon recipe with the smoked peach jam. Tonight we made pizza with

the chipotle strawberry jam. They were both delicious! I can’t wait to try the

sweet potato biscuit mix! Thank you for making our quarantine dinners super delicious

and memorable." —Trade Street Jam Co. Customer

Get them from Trade Street Jam Co. for $38.

13. An colorful air fryer that'll make all the barbecue sides they can
dream of: this baby quickly heats up fries, wings, and more
delights without a nasty grease pool, thanks to air crisp
technology. Plus, it fits up to 6 quarts of food if they're cooking for
themselves and their fam!

https://tradestjamco.com/collections/jams/products/signature-gift-set
https://tradestjamco.com/collections/jams/products/signature-gift-set
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GNSHPBQ?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16334525%2C0%2C0
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Amazon / Via amazon.com, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "I bought this as a gift for my husband thinking he may do a batch

of wings here and there. We have used it everyday since. From perfectly cooked

chicken wings to a whole roast chicken this has replaced our oven. It is also

great for reheating frozen fried foods and making crispy roasted veggies. I

love the fact that it heats so quickly and easy clean up. Also, simple to use. It's a great

color and matches our kitchen décor." —Amazon Customer

Get it from Amazon for $96.99+ (available in five colors).

Psst...if they're cooking for themselves or a small group, they'll also love the 2-qt version

of this nifty gadget!

32,134 shoppers are interested in these!

14. A Mike's Hot Honey Gourmet Gift Basket because your S.O. is
looking for something a little more sweet *and* spicy when it
comes to appetizers: Candied pecans, spicy salami, sea salt
crackers, and a bottle of Mike's Hot Honey will give a ~kick~ to
their pre-dinner spread. 🔥

Amazon

Mike's Hot Honey isn't *only* great for cheese and meat boards: Drizzle it on pizza, add it

to chicken wings, and mix it into cocktails. The possibilities are endless when it comes to

this versatile condiment.

Promising review: "So I bought this to bring to a dinner party to complement a meat

and cheese board and unfortunately it never made it to the party. I had to try the

candied pecans and wow are they good. I just ate them all out of the bag but

they are perfect for anything. The sausage is a very generous size and

amazing on the crackers with Mike's Hot Honey. Needless to say I kept this one

myself and have already bought another. I think I will buy one for all my employees this

holiday season, it will be a great gift!" —GBlanck

Get it from Amazon for $39.99.

12,204 shoppers are interested in this!

15. A MunchPak subscription that'll let them try different snacks
from around the world. Get a taste of Brazil, South Korea, and
more nations with every package, which is hand picked with
goods like Hi-Chews, Tomahawk Ketchup Chips, and more.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1MTIQLCFLIBGT?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R1RST492KX6I6Z?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RVJ6VAX5OS78F?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16334556%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07GNSHPBQ?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16334525%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B075BDY5WR?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C14%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16334523%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08L892XJV?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C15%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16336152%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2WQIFWGPV5F19?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C15%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16336153%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08L892XJV?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C15%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16336152%2C0%2C0
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=999999&u=1615998&m=54595&afftrack=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396iba&urllink=munchpak.com%2F
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MunchPak

They can choose how many snacks they would like per month as well (there are three

subscription options: 5, 10, and 20 snacks per month) and their pantry will be filled with

new noms every time.

Get a MunchPak subscription box starting at $9.95+ per month.

243 shoppers are interested in this!

16. A rainbow knife set for your partner who loves serving
Bruschetta, cured meats, and cheese for appetizers. It comes with
different-sized knives and scissors, so they can slice everything
from bread to veggies in little time.

https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?afftrack=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396bci&b=999&m=54595&u=1615998&urllink=munchpak.com%2F
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08GG6M4H4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C17%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322828%2C0%2C0
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Amazon

This 14-piece set includes 1 chef knife, 1 slicing knife, 1 bread knife, 1 Santoku knife, 1

utility knife, 1 paring knife, 6 steak knives, 1 pair of all-purpose kitchen shears, and an

acrylic stand.

Promising review: "Gave these to my wife as a gift and she loved them. I was

concerned that they wouldn't be as 'rainbow' as the marketing pictures made them out to

be, but the blades are truly stunning. The block is heavy and sturdy and the

knives are light, sharp, and cut well. Very happy with the purchase" —Edward A.

Wilson

Get a 14-piece set from Amazon for $49.99+ (available in three colors).

3,327 shoppers are interested in this!

17. HomeChef so they can try different recipes *and* not spend
hours in line at the supermarket. Ingredients and recipe cards are
sent straight to their door, making it easy to cook new dishes
that'll make dinnertime less boring.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RMXL28FQRAN3S?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C17%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16323015%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08GG6M4H4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C17%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16322828%2C0%2C0
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837396dcd/https://www.homechef.com/
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HomeChef

Here's how it works: Choose new recipes each week tailored to their dietary preferences,

use the optional "Customize It" feature to swap ingredients, upgrade, or double up on

protein, get your recipe ingredients sent to their door, and they're ready to cook! There's

even a "Ready in 15" selection, just in case they prefer super quick meals throughout the

week.

Promising review: "My husband and I love the meals, now that we are empty nesters

we save a ton on grocery bills because we have Home Chef. It's like we are on an expensive

date every night! We absolutely love it." —HomeChef Customer

Get HomeChef meals starting at $6.99 per serving.

Get $15 off each of your first four boxes with promo code BUZZFEEDHC60!

18. An all-in-one avocado slicer that'll divide, pit, *and* slice their
avocados for them. This nifty gadget ~halves~ the time it'll take to
get these fruits ready for guacamole and toast.

https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837396ccd/https://www.homechef.com/
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837396acb/https://www.homechef.com/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0088LR592?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C19%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333446%2C0%2C0
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Amazon, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "Someone gave me one of these as a gift. I thought 'Right. Another

piece of silly kitchen equipment I will never use!' I mean, I've been opening avocados for

decades now without on of these doodads. Well shut my mouth! This is the perfect

utensil because it scoops out every last bit of avocado flesh with one swipe. I

mean it cleans it out to the bone. And it slices it at the same time. So now I

bought two to give as Christmas gifts. Seriously, this is a great doodad. —Amazon

Customer

Get it from Amazon for $9.99.

100,220 shoppers are interested in this!

19. A Callaloo Box so your S.O. can cook delicious Afro-Trinbago
meals at home: It comes with six to eight culinary items, including
traditional snack items, seasonings, and condiments for popular
dishes (like callaloo and ground provision), and desserts,
including tamarind balls and sweet bread. Each box also comes
with recipe cards they can keep for future meals.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2JF9DSNZOA70S?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C19%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2ZJSWYGDU25ZS?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C19%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16334565%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0088LR592?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C19%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333446%2C0%2C0
https://callaloobox.com/products/callaloobox
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Callaoo Box

They can try a box once *or* subscribe to get a new themed box every month. For

example, February's box is The Afro-Trinbago Box, which celebrates the Trinidad &

Tobago Carnival.
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Callaloo Box is a culinary subscription box service started by two sisters from Trinidad &

Tobago. Each box features condiments, seasonings, snacks, and more cooking essentials

to help customers make yummy Caribbean meals.

Promising review: "This box was everything I wanted it to be. I'm from Trinidad and it

is so nice to open the box and see a piece of home. First of all Milo, yes, I made a nice

cup of milo the same day I got it, I don't drink coffee so I give that to my

mother and of course she loves it. I recommend this box you will not be

disappointed." —Callaloo Box Customer

Get a monthly subscription box for $34.99/delivery or a one-time purchase for $39.99

from Callaloo Box.

624 shoppers are interested in this!

20. A chicken herb infuser for your partner who loves amusing
kitchen gadgets and eating lots of soup. Fill it with herbs, place it
in a stew pot, and get ready for a flavorful punch to broths and
stews.

amazon.com, amazon.com

Promising Review: "This little guy is great! Perfect for adding fresh herbs to a

dish and then easily removing them after cooking, I've also used it to add

onions or garlic to a dish my picky eater will be sharing with the rest of the

family, so we don't have to hear her complain about 'all the pieces' in her soup." —

Suzette

Get it from Amazon for $15.99.

2,829 shoppers are interested in this!

21. A dozen heart-shaped bagels that'll put a lil' love into their
breakfast routine. These pink and red breads will not only taste
good, but look so dang cute on their Insta feed. Plus, they'll
appreciate a side of maple bacon or veggie cream cheese.

https://callaloobox.com/products/callaloobox
https://callaloobox.com/products/callaloobox
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B015A4PQK4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C21%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337022%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R9CFBFTR16UI5?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C21%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ASIN=B015A4PQK4&ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R7GZ3NB3SKFXO?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C21%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ASIN=B015A4PQK4&ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R9CFBFTR16UI5?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C21%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337023%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B015A4PQK4?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C21%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337022%2C0%2C0
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=yPKHhJU2qBg&mid=44425&u1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396aib&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goldbelly.com%2Fthe-bagel-nook%2Fheart-shaped-bagel-dozen
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Goldbelly

The Bagel Nook is a New Jersey-based shop known for their tasty bagels baked from

scratch. They've created out-of-this-world bagels, including the famous Overloaded Oreo

Bagel and Fruity Pebbles Overloaded Bagel, and make small batch cream cheese flavors,

like birthday cake and jalapeño cheddar.

Promising review: "Everything was great, sent heart shaped bagels and cream cheese

to both my girls away at school, they were thrilled, and said they were delicious!" —

Goldbelly Customer

Get a 12-pack from Goldbelly for $54+ (you can also choose from 13 cream cheese flavors

(1-pound tubs) to go with your order for an additional $15).

792 shoppers are interested in this!

https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=yPKHhJU2qBg&mid=44425&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goldbelly.com%2Fthe-bagel-nook%2Fheart-shaped-bagel-dozen&u1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396jdi
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=yPKHhJU2qBg&mid=44425&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.goldbelly.com%2Fthe-bagel-nook%2Fheart-shaped-bagel-dozen&u1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837396aeg
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22. A Gobble subscription so your S.O. can whip up a homemade
dinner in (gasp) 15 minutes, thanks to pre-prepped ingredients
sent straight to their door. If they have a busy schedule, they won't
have to waste time chopping, marinating, or slicing. They'll be
cooking up a storm at the speed of light, thanks to this meal saver.

Gobble

Gobble's regular plan includes express meals like Sheet Pan Basil Pesto Salmon

Panzanella with Arugula & Red Wine Vinaigrette, Butternut Squash Ravioli with Swiss

Chard & Pecan Sage Brown Butter, and Singapore Street Noodles with Shrimp and

Sunny-Side-Up Egg. In addition to a dinner Plan, Gobble also offers a vegetarian option

and lean-protein, low-carb plan, which features protein dishes under 600 calories per

serving.

Note: Gobble currently ships within the continental US excluding the Dakotas,

Minnesota, Montana, and Nebraska.

Get Gobble for $11.99 per serving for the regular plan, the vegetarian plan, and the lean-

protein, low-carb plan (available in servings for two or four, and either three or four meals

per week).

Check out the Cacio e Pepe with Pan-Seared Scallops & Asparagus (left), the

Southwestern Sedona Bowl with Sautéed Vegetables & Avocado (right), and more picks

from their upcoming menu.

969 shoppers are interested in these!

23. A Dash Rapid egg cooker because it'll make ~eggcellent~ hard-
boiled eggs, scrambled eggs, poached eggs, and omelets for their
entire crew. This gadget cooks up to six (yes, six!) eggs at once.
All they have to do is place the eggs inside, set a timer, and the
buzzer will go off in a few minutes when they're done.

Amazon, Marquaysa Battle/BuzzFeed

My colleague Marquaysa Battle swears by this small gadget, which has helped her whip up

quick breakfasts in the morning and requires minimal cleanup. You can read more of her

Dash Rapid Egg Cooker review.

Promising review: "I bought this egg cooker as a gift for my husband, since he loves

boiled eggs for breakfast. I mean, we all can boil eggs (I hope) .. most times. However, Its

hard to imagine how we were being efficient in the morning before this arrived. No need

to maneuver the pot on the stove, simmer, cover, and open. Just place the

eggs in this egg cooker, add water and go do your morning stuff while the

cooker does its job. Eggs come out perfect! I'm loving it." —Manka Khanna

Get it from Amazon for $19.99 (available in five colors).

https://gobble.sjv.io/c/468058/339746/5084?subId1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gobble.com%2F&subId3=xid:fr1668466837396fjf
https://gobble.sjv.io/c/468058/339746/5084?subId1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gobble.com%2F&subId3=xid:fr1668466837396hfc
https://www.gobble.com/menu/
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0168CNYD8?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C24%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337058%2C0%2C0
https://www.buzzfeed.com/marquaysa
https://www.buzzfeed.com/marquaysa/dash-egg-cooker-review-easy-breakfast
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R24PUNBLSPAXZY?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C24%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337057%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B0168CNYD8?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C24%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337058%2C0%2C0
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125,339 shoppers are interested in this!

24. A bamboo cutting board with a juice groove that'll catch any
water or liquid while they're slicing fruit or veggies. The next time
they're chopping up celery or a watermelon, they won't make a
mess all over their counter and save so much time on cleanup.

Food52

It even comes with a phone slot, in case they need to read recipes while they're prepping

ingredients!

Promising review: "This board fits across my kitchen sink which makes more

counter space. I can carve and serve a whole chicken with ease. Haven’t used

the smartphone slot yet but I like knowing it’s there for future reference." —Food52

Customer

Get it from Food52 for $59.

840 shoppers are interested in this!

25. Taco holders to make garnishing and serving their tacos less
of a project. These colorful helpers have a curved design to
prevent spillage and give tortillas a rounded shape. Plus, they'll
have a blast loading these babies up with taco shells, meat,
veggies, and cheese.

Amazon, Amazon / Via amazon.com

Promising review: "We have recently discovered how healthy tacos can be and this

taco holder makes it easier to assemble the taco. Since we prefer a soft whole

wheat taco, they are difficult to put all the ingredients in them without it collapsing or

stuff popping out. Not only does it make assembly easier, but serving is more

attractive and eating them is also easier." —Amazon Customer

Get a set of six from Amazon for $14.89.

8,313 shoppers are interested in this!

26. A Peanuts-themed chocolate gift box because your partner
can't get enough of Snoopy & Co. and eats chocolate all the time.
Each bar comes wrapped in an adorable Charlie Brown design
with the phrases "Be My Valentine" or "You Are So Loved." They'll
be delighted to receive this ~heartwarming~ candy bundle on
Valentine's Day.

https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837396hec/https://food52.com/shop/products/7656-five-two-bamboo-cutting-board
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837396cjc/https://food52.com/shop/products/7656-five-two-bamboo-cutting-board
https://www.anrdoezrs.net/links/8209452/type/dlg/sid/valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367--xid-fr1668466837397ada/https://food52.com/shop/products/7656-five-two-bamboo-cutting-board
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07Z38S86S?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C26%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333456%2C0%2C0&th=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RUD6MLJJRAFEP?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C26%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3QFLN23RRO5TJ?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C26%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333452%2C0%2C0&ASIN=B07Z38S86S&ie=UTF8
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07Z38S86S?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C26%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333456%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08R7W8QRK?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C27%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337268%2C0%2C0
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Amazon

Each box comes with five chocolate flavors: Almond, caramel, toffee pretzel, milk, and

dark.

Promising review: "So cute!💜 Perfect for Peanuts fans out there! These chocolate bars

are delicious. They come packaged very nicely which makes them great for a gift.🎁 Each

bar is in a colorful wrapper with a different Peanuts character on it. I love the

variety of the different chocolate bars. There is something for everyone —

milk and dark chocolate, dark almond and milk toffee pretzel. My favorite is the

toffee bar! I need more to give as gifts." —Jenn Butterfield

Get a box of five chocolates from Amazon for $14.99.

432 shoppers are interested in this!

27. A spaghetti monster strainer for your S.O. whose main food
group is pasta. Unlike other colanders, this one is cute *and*
functional: It has eye handles and a rounded design with small
holes, ensuring spaghetti gets properly drained every time.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3DLUMMW3D209C?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C27%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337269%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08R7W8QRK?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C27%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337268%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076676PS9?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C28%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337453%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8
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Amazon

This strainer is also dishwasher safe, so they won't have to waste time washing it after

making a pasta meal.

Promising review: "My wife received this as a gift from me, and she smiles every time

she pulls it out from its home in the cabinet. That alone makes it worth five stars in

my book, but it's also sized nicely (just slightly smaller than a 'standard'

colander), is made of very strong plastic, and has extremely expressive eyes

which make for great handles. What's not to like?" —Amazon Customer

Get it from Amazon for $20.

8,729 shoppers are interested in this!

28. A Hot N Saucy Hot Sauce Flavor Pack that'll ~spice up~ all
their go-to dishes with mouth-watering ingredients like habaneros,
sweet potato, and peperoncini. Made in small batches, these hot
sauces will taste so good on chicken, tacos, and fish.

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3E3ASOHCB5HP5?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C28%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337454%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B076676PS9?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C28%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337453%2C0%2C0
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=999999&u=1615998&m=105529&afftrack=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397ced&urllink=www.hotnsaucynyc.com%2Fproducts%2Fhot-sauce-flavor-pack
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Hot N Saucy, Hot N Saucy/Instagram / Via instagram.com

This set comes with three hot sauce varieties: Beet N Fresno, Sweet Potato N Habanero,

and Garlic N Peperoncini.

Based in New York City, Hot N Saucy is a Black-owned sauce brand that's taking

condiments to new heights: Their small-batch hot sauces will heighten your tastebuds and

give a flavor boost to meat, fish, and veggie meals.

Get the trio above from Hot N Saucy for $30.

29. A soup dumpling kit because they'll take a ~bao~ when they
make a tasty combination of broth, dumplings, and veggies. If they
aspire to be a master dumpling maker, this set will help them step
up their culinary skills.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CGQgtf-h2q3/
https://shareasale.com/r.cfm?b=999999&u=1615998&m=105529&afftrack=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397hib&urllink=www.hotnsaucynyc.com%2Fproducts%2Fhot-sauce-flavor-pack
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SB2TP6H?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C30%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337716%2C0%2C0
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Amazon

This kit contains agar agar, woven bamboo steaming baskets, a dough roller, spatula, and

recipe instructions.

Promising review: "My kids love soup dumplings but I don't know how to make them

so I got this as a fun gift activity to do with them. It was awesome. The kit was really easy

to follow, with step-by step-instructions. My kids had so much fun using the dough roller

and it let us get the dumpling wrappers nice and thin. It was easy and, although it did

take some time in the kitchen, it was fun. I would definitely do this again and I

could see it also being a fun night with friends." —Nicole Fuentes

Get it from Amazon for $64.99.

20,108 shoppers are interested in this!

https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R3J25QQ7NRYZPW?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C30%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C0%2C0%2C0&ie=UTF8&ASIN=B07SB2TP6H
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B07SB2TP6H?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C30%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337716%2C0%2C0
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30. A Taste of Love Gift Set that'll be a sweet pick-me-up for your
S.O. who loves coffee and macarons. Whether it's a quick
breakfast or a mid-morning break, this heavenly set will help them
chill out on a busy day. It even comes with a coffee-themed
candle, so you can transform your lil' at-home date into a romantic
brunch spot.

https://coffeeprojectnyshop.square.site/product/taste-of-love/268?cs=true&cst=custom
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Coffee Project New York

They'll get 3 Coffee Project New York special processed coffees (Dry Anaerobic Cinnamon

Tartaric, Anaerobic Washed Fermentation, and Experimental Natural 120-hours

fermentation), 2 Strawberry Verbena Macarons from Long Island City-based bakery Le

Petit Paris, and a coffee-inspired candle.

Founded in 2015 by Chi Sum Ngai and Kaleena Teoh, Coffee Project New York is a well-

known coffee shop, roastery, and training campus that serves the greater community.

Coffee Project New York sources coffee from small cooperatives and supports practices

that foster a sustainable supply chain.

Get it from Coffee Project New York for $40.

122 shoppers are interested in this!

https://coffeeprojectnyshop.square.site/product/taste-of-love/268?cs=true&cst=custom
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31. A pair of shredding claws for brisket, chicken, and pulled pork
sandwiches. They can easily grasp and shred pieces of meat (no
carving knife required) for their next barbecue-themed meal.
They're also melt-proof, so they won't have to worry about
excessive heat ruining them.

Amazon

Promising review: "If you are thinking of buying these little gems then hesitate no

longer and buy today! My husband smokes foods often and since I discovered Bear Paws,

I no longer dread pulling apart the pork after cooked. These little guys tear through

the meat better than any other method we tried. They're comfortable to use, and

also makes picking up large amounts of shredded or pulled meat easy. Also makes a

great gift for anybody who enjoys smoking foods." —TN Fann

Get them from Amazon for $12.95+ (available in four colors).

1,296 shoppers are interested in this!

32. Lavender Simple Syrup to add to baked goods, cocktails, and
lemonade. Each bottle contains unrefined raw cane sugar and
lavender made from locally-grown flowers, so they'll feel good
about this simple ingredient when they need to add a little flavor to
food and drinks.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B018FBZJ9C?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C32%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333444%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/RPN9Z449VFEDT?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C32%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337524%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B018FBZJ9C?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C32%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333444%2C0%2C0
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=6220&awinaffid=304459&clickref=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397afb&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etsy.com%2Flisting%2F698994420%2Flavender-simple-syrup-with-unrefined
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LynnAndGray/Etsy

LynnAndGray is a small business based in Lancaster, Pennsylvania that sells homemade

simple syrups for beverages and sweets. You'll find flavors like vanilla bean, cinnamon

dolce, and more.

Promising review: "These syrups are delicious! I’m loving the hint of lavender in my

morning lattes. My husband is obsessed with the Mexican Mocha flavor. A little goes a

long way so we’ll be enjoying these for many days. Thank you!" —Etsy Customer

Get it from LynnAndGray on Etsy for $9+ (available in two sizes).

1,026 shoppers are interested in these!

33. A Maine lobster feast that'll be a great ~catch~ for your fave
seafood fan: It comes with lobsters, lobster bisque, lobster mac
and cheese, filet mignon, and whoopie pies for their next dinner.
Even though they're not dining in a cute coastal restaurant, they'll
appreciate New England cuisine at home.

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=6220&awinaffid=304459&clickref=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397dgc&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etsy.com%2Flisting%2F698994420%2Flavender-simple-syrup-with-unrefined
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=6220&awinaffid=304459&clickref=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397jjd&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etsy.com%2Fshop%2FLYNNANDGRAY
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=6220&awinaffid=304459&clickref=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-|xid:fr1668466837397ddi&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.etsy.com%2Flisting%2F698994420%2Flavender-simple-syrup-with-unrefined
https://getmainelobster.com/collections/valentines-day/products/the-queen-pack
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Get Maine Lobster

This pack comes with four sweet Maine lobster tails (3-4oz/each), two filet mignons (6

ounces each), lobster mac 'n' cheese (16 oz), one pint of Maine lobster bisque, and two

Maine whoopie pies.

Promising review: "My husband and I celebrated our 45th anniversary with this lovely

dinner. We enjoyed everything in the package. The lobster was tender and sweet.

Steaks were tender and the soup tasted great. Mac 'n' cheese wonderful!

Dessert was the whoopie pies — which topped it all off. Will buy again! Thank

you for packing up a perfect, special dinner. We truly enjoyed it!" —Get Maine Lobster

Customer

Get it from Get Maine Lobster for $154.99.

8,469 shoppers are interested in this!

34. A DIY mochi ice cream kit so you and your boo can top off an
intimate dinner with a chill treat. They'll say "I love you very
~mochi~" while you both make tiny ice cream bites from scratch.

https://getmainelobster.com/collections/valentines-day/products/the-queen-pack
https://getmainelobster.com/collections/valentines-day/products/the-queen-pack
https://uncommongoods.sjv.io/c/468058/483884/8444?subId1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.uncommongoods.com%2Fproduct%2Fdiy-mochi-ice-cream-kit&subId3=xid:fr1668466837397chf
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Uncommon Goods

This kit, which makes up to 32 mochi pieces, comes with matcha green tea powder, cocoa

powder, a dough cutter, sweet rice flour, potato starch, a silicone mochi mold, and easy-

to-follow instructions.

Promising review: "This product is pretty affordable and it makes for a great gift

considering you can make something out of it. It creates good memories with

whomever you make it with. My brother in law and his future wife love mochi

ice cream and as soon as I saw this I knew it'd be perfect. I'm all for intentional

and specific gifts and this was a hit for them." —Uncommon Goods Customer

Get it from Uncommon Goods for $32.

735 shoppers are interested in this!

https://uncommongoods.sjv.io/c/468058/483884/8444?subId1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.uncommongoods.com%2Fproduct%2Fdiy-mochi-ice-cream-kit&subId3=xid:fr1668466837397iaj
https://uncommongoods.sjv.io/c/468058/483884/8444?subId1=valentinesdayfoodgiftsScarano2221--5854367-&u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.uncommongoods.com%2Fproduct%2Fdiy-mochi-ice-cream-kit&subId3=xid:fr1668466837397jdi
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35. A knife sharpener that'll get their blades in perfect shape for
dicing onions, meat, and tofu. All they have to do is slide their
knife into one of the slots and pull the knife through the slot from
heel to top in their direction. No more struggling to chop up
ingredients when they need to get dinner on the table ASAP.

Amazon

Promising review: "This is a handy little gadget for those of us unfamiliar with how to

sharpen knives. I use it each time I want my knife honed to a good clean blade.

Just insert the blade into its sharpener and pull it back towards you. Don't

worry about getting it in the wrong sharpener, all of them work!" —Amazon Customer

Get it from BuzzFeed's Goodful Collection on Amazon for $9.99.

862 shoppers are interested in this!

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08BQPPLHC?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C36%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333445%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R2NFUDF0WXRPOP?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C36%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333448%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08BQPPLHC?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C36%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16333445%2C0%2C0
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36. And a mustard sampler pack that'll upgrade their boring lunch
sandwich. Honey curry, garlic dill, black truffle, classic, and
chipotle mustard will make them say buh-bye to bland mayo for
good.

Amazon

This set comes with ballpark black pepper, black truffle, chipotle, classic, garlic dill, and

honey curry mustard.

Promising review: "In full disclosure, I bought this set as a gift for my husband who is

obsessed with mustards of all kinds. I typically don't really like mustard, but since I was

giving the review, I thought I would at least give them a try (and was pleasantly

surprised!)." First, the paper tube the mustards come in is simple, but I think

it's really quite nice. It makes it easier to give as a gift as a whole package

(rather than each individual bottles) and I like that it's not flashy in any way

(I think that would detract from the mustards themselves). Each jar of mustard

is again simple, but nice — I think they would look really nice out on the table at a party or

barbecue (certainly better than an ugly plastic yellow bottle)." —Amazon Customer

Get a set of five from Amazon for $28.57.

609 shoppers are interested in this!

 

 

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B018T3R944?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C37%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337725%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/gp/customer-reviews/R38V3FBEOWLBEQ?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C37%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16338698%2C0%2C0
https://www.amazon.com/dp/B018T3R944?tag=bfgenevieve-20&ascsubtag=5854367%2C37%2C38%2Cd%2C0%2C0%2Ctrustrelat%2C776%3A1%3B962%3A1%3B901%3A2%3B900%3A2%3B974%3A2%3B994%3A3%3B1123%3A1%2C16337725%2C0%2C0

